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Date: ca. 1881-1940
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Creator: Bridgman, Lilian
Physical Description: 212 photographic prints; 2 photograph albums; 10 negatives; 1 color transparency; 1 map (transferred to the map division)126 digital objects
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Berkeley, CA 94720-6000
Phone: (510) 642-6481
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Languages Represented: Collection materials are in English

Access

Portions of the collection are stored off-campus and require advance notice for use.

Publication Rights

Materials in this collection may be protected by the U.S. Copyright Law (Title 17, U.S.C.). In addition, the reproduction of some materials may be restricted by terms of University of California gift or purchase agreements, donor restrictions, privacy and publicity rights, licensing and trademarks. Transmission or reproduction of materials protected by copyright beyond that allowed by fair use requires the written permission of the copyright owners. Works not in the public domain cannot be commercially exploited without permission of the copyright owner. Responsibility for any use rests exclusively with the user. All requests to reproduce, publish, quote from, or otherwise use collection materials must be submitted in writing to the Head of Public Services, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley 94720-6000. See: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/reference/permissions.html.

Preferred Citation


Digital Representations Available

Digital representations of selected original pictorial materials are available in the list of materials below. Digital image files were prepared from selected Library originals by the Library Photographic Service. Library originals were copied onto 35mm color transparency film; the film was scanned and transferred to Kodak Photo CD (by Custom Process); and the Photo CD files were color-corrected and saved in JFIF (JPEG) format for use as viewing files. Selected items were digitized or re-digitized at a later date.
Lilian Bridgman was born in eastern Kansas in 1866 to Israel Noble Bridgman and Sarah Ezilda. She attended the Kansas State Agricultural College, graduating in 1888 with a degree in science. Her transcripts also reveal an interest in drawing, literature and music. In 1891, she came to the University of California, Berkeley where she studied with Professor Joseph LeConte. Her thesis, titled The Origin of Sex in Fresh-Water Algae, earned her a master's degree in science in 1893.

From 1893 to 1912, Bridgman taught physics and chemistry at various high schools and junior colleges in California, including the California School of Mechanical Arts in San Francisco. During this time she also wrote short stories and poetry which were published in magazines such as Overland Monthly, Harper's and Century Magazine. In 1899, drawing upon her natural artistic abilities and advice from friend Bernard Maybeck, she designed her first Berkeley residence near Blackberry Canyon.

In 1912, Bridgman again enrolled at the University of California, Berkeley, this time to study drawing and architecture. In 1915, she was licensed as an architect by the State of California. While not as well-known as architects like Julia Morgan, Bridgman worked steadily, designing more than fifteen homes during her career. After the Berkeley fire of 1923, which devastated much of North Berkeley, Bridgman, along with other local architects, was instrumental in rebuilding the area. Her work was influenced by her mentor Bernard Maybeck and other creative architects in the Bay Area who embraced the writings of the English philosophers John Ruskin and William Morris. Ruskin and Morris believed that the simple, vital features of the medieval cottage design represented a return to life before the Industrial Revolution. These ideas became the foundation for the Arts and Crafts style, which was embraced by artists, architects and designers throughout the Bay Area. In a departure from the vertical, ornate styles of the day, architects began to design simple houses emphasizing horizontal lines. They also used natural materials, fitting the houses into the landscape, harmonizing with the contours of the hills. Structural elements stood forth as ornament and the redwood houses took on a rustic quality. The architects built around trees rather than remove them, and instead of allowing city engineers to impose a rigid gridiron pattern to the streets, they laid out new streets to wind through the hills.

It was during the peak of the Arts and Crafts movement that Lilian Bridgman launched her career as an architect and designer. She may not have been as well-known as her colleagues, but her beautiful houses are still standing today as monuments to Berkeley's architectural heritage. In 1939, at the age of 73, Lilian designed her last structure—a small duplex just north of the U.C. campus. Lilian Bridgman died at her Berkeley home in 1948 at the age of 82.

**Scope and Content**

The Lilian Bridgman Photograph Collection (ca. 1881-1940) contains primarily photographs of homes she designed while living in Berkeley, California. The collection also includes personal photographs of Lilian and her family, as well as photographs of classmates, students and professors she knew throughout her academic career.
Post card photographs of Berkeley fire department. BANC PIC 1985.033:012--PIC  ark:/13030/tf41nb4n1

"Old Barn" in recent home (veterinary clinic building at left). BANC PIC 1985.033:013--PIC  ark:/13030/tf6r29p29j

"Juniper Lilac" (sic). Large tree. BANC PIC 1985.033:014--PIC

Photograph of sign posted by Miss Bridgman during reconstruction after the 1923 Berkeley fire. BANC PIC 1985.033:015--PIC

Barker House.

Barker House. BANC PIC 1985.033:016--PIC  ark:/13030/tf4x0nb4d2

Barker House. BANC PIC 1985.033:017--PIC  ark:/13030/tf1q2nb2dv

Barker House. [Duplicate available in size B.] BANC PIC 1985.033:018--PIC  ark:/13030/tf7g5009v6

Barker House. [Duplicate available in size B.] BANC PIC 1985.033:019--PIC  ark:/13030/tf5v19p1j1

Barker House.

Barker House. BANC PIC 1985.033:020--PIC  ark:/13030/tf1x0nb1vd

[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:021--PIC

Bioletti House.

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:022--PIC  ark:/13030/tf496nb3tv

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:023--PIC  ark:/13030/tf267nb2w4

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:024--PIC  ark:/13030/tf5m3nb4pj

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:025--PIC  ark:/13030/tf1z09n94n

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:026--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3c60073z

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:027--PIC  ark:/13030/tf6q2nb55j

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:028--PIC  ark:/13030/tf8s2010r1

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:029--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3779n9sh

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:030--PIC  ark:/13030/tf4t1nb4pj

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:031--PIC  ark:/13030/tf4t1nb4d2

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:032--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3h4nb3tv

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:033--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:034--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:035--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:036--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:037--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:038--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:039--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:040--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:041--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:042--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:043--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:044--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:045--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:046--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:047--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:048--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:049--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

Bioletti House. BANC PIC 1985.033:050--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p09q

1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:051--PIC

1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:052--PIC

1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:053--PIC

1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:054--PIC

1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:055--PIC

1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:056--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3n39p01v

1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:057--PIC

1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:058--PIC
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BANC PIC 1985.033--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:059--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:060--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:061--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:062--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:063--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:064--PIC ark:/13030/tf1g50058m
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:065--PIC ark:/13030/tf9199p4gf
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:066--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:067--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:068--PIC ark:/13030/tf81nb70w
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:069--PIC ark:/13030/tf109nb1ds
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:070--PIC ark:/13030/tf3500b7
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:071--PIC ark:/13030/tf71nb6kw
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:072--PIC ark:/13030/tf9w101166
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:073--PIC ark:/13030/tf1k4004z4
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:074--PIC ark:/13030/tf059n7kt
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:075--PIC ark:/13030/tf5w1008f
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:076--PIC ark:/13030/tf396nb2
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:077--PIC ark:/13030/tf9s201193
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:078--PIC ark:/13030/tf5r29p0t1
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:079--PIC ark:/13030/tf8199p2zd
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:080--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:081--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:082--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:083--PIC ark:/13030/tf0r29n7wf
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:084--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:085--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:086--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:087--PIC ark:/13030/tf6q2nb5t
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:088--PIC ark:/13030/tf38nb66m
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:089--PIC ark:/13030/tf1500594
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:090--PIC
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:091--PIC ark:/13030/tf3k4006tn
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:092--PIC ark:/13030/tf6005b0
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:093--PIC ark:/13030/tf659p2rz
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:094--PIC ark:/13030/tf10nb1wx
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:095--PIC ark:/13030/tf31nb4b2
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:096--PIC ark:/13030/tf1010b5
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:097--PIC ark:/13030/tf309p0q5
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:098--PIC ark:/13030/tf6q2nb5v
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:099--PIC ark:/13030/tf3p3006p
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:100--PIC ark:/13030/tf4199n9t
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:101--PIC ark:/13030/tf5z09p1h5
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:102--PIC ark:/13030/tf8779p3z6
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:103--PIC ark:/13030/tf8j49p3bv
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:104--PIC ark:/13030/tf2h4nb3ct
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:105--PIC ark:/13030/tf9c600pp
1715 La Loma (Bridgman's studio). BANC PIC 1985.033:106--PIC
1715 La Loma (possibly the cottage with rocker). BANC PIC 1985.033:107--PIC
Canon House.

Canon House. BANC PIC 1985.033:109--PIC ark:/13030/tf3199n9v
Canon House. BANC PIC 1985.033:110--PIC ark:/13030/tf0m3nb1s3
Canon House. BANC PIC 1985.033:111--PIC ark:/13030/tf8r29p3g
Canon House. BANC PIC 1985.033:112--PIC ark:/13030/tf9j49p3cc
Canon House. BANC PIC 1985.033:113--PIC ark:/13030/tf509nb3x
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:115--PIC

Canon House. BANC PIC 1985.033:116--PIC ark:/13030/tf9d5nb6rg

Canon House. [Duplicate available in size B.] BANC PIC 1985.033:117--PIC ark:/13030/tf738nb674

Canon House. BANC PIC 1985.033:118--PIC ark:/13030/tf2g5005w7

Hill House.

Hill House. BANC PIC 1985.033:119--PIC ark:/13030/tf6r29p2b2

Hill House. BANC PIC 1985.033:120--PIC ark:/13030/tf896nb7hc

Hill House. BANC PIC 1985.033:121--PIC ark:/13030/tf167nb1qr

Dort House. BANC PIC 1985.033:122--PIC ark:/13030/tf6c60088z

Gompertz House.

Gompertz House. BANC PIC 1985.033:123--PIC ark:/13030/tf8k4010n5

Gompertz House. BANC PIC 1985.033:124--PIC ark:/13030/tf5q2nb55x

Davidson House.

[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:125--PIC

[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:126--PIC ark:/13030/tf4d5nb413

[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:127--PIC ark:/13030/tf4199n9vj

Davidson House. BANC PIC 1985.033:128--PIC ark:/13030/tf4c60088z

Davidson House. BANC PIC 1985.033:129--PIC ark:/13030/tf896nb7hc

Davidson House. BANC PIC 1985.033:130--PIC ark:/13030/tf167nb1qr

Davidson House. BANC PIC 1985.033:131--PIC ark:/13030/tf2779n97x

Davidson House. BANC PIC 1985.033:132--PIC ark:/13030/tf4h4nb46b

Shinn House.

[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:133--PIC

[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:134--PIC ark:/13030/tf3779n9vj

[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:135--PIC ark:/13030/tf0n39n83c

[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:136--PIC

Shinn House. BANC PIC 1985.033:137--PIC

Shinn House. BANC PIC 1985.033:138--PIC

Shinn House. BANC PIC 1985.033:139--NEG

Shinn House. BANC PIC 1985.033:140--NEG

Shinn House. [Negative available.] BANC PIC 1985.033:141--PIC

Shinn House. [5 x 7 negative available.] BANC PIC 1985.033:142--PIC ark:/13030/tf0n39n83c

Stevens House.

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:143--PIC ark:/13030/tf3w10078t

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:144--PIC ark:/13030/tf4h4nb46b

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:145--PIC ark:/13030/tf2j49p02d

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:146--PIC ark:/13030/tf3w10078t

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:147--PIC ark:/13030/tf3q2nb3sn

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:148--PIC ark:/13030/tf3q2nb3sn

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:149--PIC ark:/13030/tf7x0nb7cx

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:150--PIC ark:/13030/tf2r29p0dw

Stevens House. [Duplicate available in size B.] BANC PIC 1985.033:151--PIC ark:/13030/tf3f11nb2s6

Stevens House.

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:152--PIC ark:/13030/tf2j49p02d

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:153--PIC ark:/13030/tf3q2nb3sn

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:154--PIC ark:/13030/tf1p3005n3

Stevens House. [Duplicate available in size B.] BANC PIC 1985.033:155--PIC ark:/13030/tf2z09n95q

Stevens House. [Duplicate available in size B.] BANC PIC 1985.033:156--PIC ark:/13030/tf1k400504

Stevens House.

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:157--PIC ark:/13030/tf887010f3

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:158--PIC ark:/13030/tf6f59p34q

Stevens House. BANC PIC 1985.033:159--PIC ark:/13030/tf358006w2
Dr. Wills’ House (Hunter’s Lodge). BANC PIC 1985.033:160--PIC
Dr. Wills’ House (Hunter’s Lodge). BANC PIC 1985.033:161--PIC  ark:/13030/tf6c60089q
Dr. Wills’ House (Hunter’s Lodge). BANC PIC 1985.033:162--PIC
Dr. Wills’ House (Hunter’s Lodge). BANC PIC 1985.033:163--PIC
Dr. Wills’ House (Hunter’s Lodge). BANC PIC 1985.033:164--PIC  ark:/13030/tf6j49p2w1
Dr. Wills’ House (Hunter’s Lodge). BANC PIC 1985.033:165--PIC
Dr. Wills’ House (Hunter’s Lodge). BANC PIC 1985.033:166--PIC  ark:/13030/tf8x0nb7nc
Dr. Wills’ House (Hunter’s Lodge). BANC PIC 1985.033:167--PIC  ark:/13030/tfov19n914
Dr. Wills’ House (Hunter’s Lodge). BANC PIC 1985.033:168--PIC  ark:/13030/tf5c60088n
Dr. Wills’ House (Hunter’s Lodge). BANC PIC 1985.033:169--PIC  ark:/13030/tf0k4004h3
Dr. Wills’ House (Hunter’s Lodge). BANC PIC 1985.033:170--PIC  ark:/13030/tf1199n937
Dr. Wills’ House (Hunter’s Lodge). BANC PIC 1985.033:171--PIC  ark:/13030/tf967nb7k2

Furniture; couch for Mrs. Bioletti’s sun room.
[Title not supplied]  BANC PIC 1985.033:172--TRANS
Furniture; couch for Mrs. Bioletti’s sun room. BANC PIC 1985.033:173--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3z09p0rp

Unidentified homes.
Unidentified homes. BANC PIC 1985.033:174--PIC  ark:/13030/tf9h4nb7n2
Unidentified homes. BANC PIC 1985.033:175--PIC  ark:/13030/tf058004vn

[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:177--PIC
[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:178--PIC
[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:179--PIC
[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:180--PIC
[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:181--PIC
[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:182--PIC
[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:183--PIC
[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:184--PIC
[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:185--PIC
[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:186--PIC
[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:187--PIC
[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:188--PIC
[Photographs of Lilie Belle Bridgman’s classmates and/or teachers at Manhattan Ag. College.] Some parties identified. BANC PIC 1985.033:189--PIC

The Bridgman family; Lilian, her father, her mother and sister Irene.
The Bridgman family; Lilian, her father, her mother and sister Irene. BANC PIC 1985.033:190--PIC  ark:/13030/tf900010bf
The Bridgman family; Lilian, her father, her mother and sister Irene. BANC PIC 1985.033:191--PIC  ark:/13030/tf8b69p3mp
The Bridgman family; Lilian, her father, her mother and sister Irene. BANC PIC 1985.033:192--PIC  ark:/13030/tf838nb73v
The Bridgman family; Lilian, her father, her mother and sister Irene. BANC PIC 1985.033:193--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3t1nb4ck

Lilian Bridgman at various stages of her life, [ca. 1880-1920]. BANC PIC 1985.033:194--PIC
Lilian Bridgman at various stages of her life, [ca. 1880-1920]. BANC PIC 1985.033:195--PIC
Lilian Bridgman at various stages of her life, [ca. 1880-1920]. BANC PIC 1985.033:196--PIC
Lilian Bridgman at various stages of her life, [ca. 1880-1920]. BANC PIC 1985.033:197--PIC
   ark:/13030/t3p3006gr
Lilian Bridgman at various stages of her life, [ca. 1880-1920]. BANC PIC 1985.033:198--PIC
   ark:/13030/t2v19p07z
Lilian Bridgman at various stages of her life, [ca. 1880-1920]. BANC PIC 1985.033:199--PIC
Lilian Bridgman at various stages of her life, [ca. 1880-1920]. BANC PIC 1985.033:200--PIC
Lilian Bridgman at various stages of her life, [ca. 1880-1920]. BANC PIC 1985.033:201--PIC
Lilian Bridgman at various stages of her life, [ca. 1880-1920]. [Negative available.]
   BANC PIC 1985.033:202--PIC  ark:/13030/tf058004w5
Lilian Bridgman at various stages of her life, [ca. 1880-1920]. BANC PIC 1985.033:203--PIC
   ark:/13030/tf4w1008h7
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.1--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.2--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.3--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.4--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.5--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.6--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.7--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.8--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.9--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.10--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.11--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.12--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.13--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.14--ALB
 Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.15--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.16--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.17--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.18--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.19--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.20--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.21--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.22--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.23--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.24--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.25--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.26--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.27--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.28--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.29--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.30--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.31--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.32--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.33--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.34--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.35--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.36--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.37--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.38--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.39--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.40--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.41--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.42--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.43--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.44--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.45--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.46--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.47--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.48--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.49--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.50--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.51--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.52--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.53--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.54--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.55--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.56--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.57--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.58--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.59--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.60--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.61--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.62--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.63--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.64--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.65--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.66--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.67--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.68--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.69--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.70--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.71--ALB

Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.72--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.73--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.74--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.75--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.76--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.77--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.78--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.79--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.80--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.81--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.82--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.83--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.84--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.85--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.86--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.87--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.88--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.89--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.90--ALB
Album ca. 1890's, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.91--ALB
Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.92--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.93--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.94--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.95--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.96--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.97--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.98--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.99--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.100--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.101--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.102--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.103--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.104--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.105--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.106--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.107--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.108--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.109--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.110--ALB
Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.111--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.112--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.113--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.114--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.115--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.116--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.117--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.118--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.119--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.120--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.121--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.122--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.123--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.124--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.125--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.126--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.127--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.128--ALB

Album ca. 1890’s, containing views of Northern California and unidentified parties (a few are identified). Includes photographs of Mrs. William Keith, Joseph LeConte and his family and Yosemite. BANC PIC 1985.033:204.129--ALB
Album; internal and external views of homes designed by Miss Bridgman.

[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.1--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.2--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.3--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.4--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.5--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.6--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.7--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.8--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.9--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.10--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.11--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.12--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.13--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.14--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.15--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.16--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.17--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.18--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.19--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.20--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.21--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.22--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.23--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.24--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.25--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.26--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.27--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.28--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.29--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.30--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.31--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.32--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.33--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.34--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.35--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.36--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.37--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.38--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.39--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.40--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.41--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.42--ALB
[Title not supplied] BANC PIC 1985.033:205.43--ALB

Photograph of the Redwoods. BANC PIC 1985.033:206--B
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